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Sequent calculus is widely used for formalizing proofs. However, due to the proliferation of data, understanding the proofs of even simple mathematical arguments soon becomes impossible. Graphical
user interfaces help in this matter, but since they normally utilize Gentzen’s original notation, some
of the problems persist. In this paper, we introduce a number of criteria for proof visualization which
we have found out to be crucial for analyzing proofs. We then evaluate recent developments in tree
visualization with regard to these criteria and propose the Sunburst Tree layout as a complement to
the traditional tree structure. This layout constructs inferences as concentric circle arcs around the
root inference, allowing the user to focus on the proof’s structural content. Finally, we describe its
integration into P ROOF T OOL and explain how it interacts with the Gentzen layout.

1

Introduction

The need for visualizing data precedes the invention of computers. Even so, the large data processed by
computers made this need more explicit and initiated much research in data visualization and particularly
in tree visualization. For example, the traditional disk usage analyzers were all implemented as trees,
with directories and files represented by nodes and edges denoting the containment relation. In the last
decades, the increase in disk space and the increase in number of files that followed, prompted the design
of new tree visualization methods which will be more space efficient. One of the first methods was
TreeMap [25] which divides a box into several smaller boxes representing the subtrees. Other algorithms
made the nodes implicit by drawing fractals [18, 22], added a third dimension [19, 13, 17] or used
hyperbolic and other radial approaches to better group subtrees [16, 32, 12, 27]. Treevis.net [24], a
visual bibliography of tree viewers, now contains more than 270 different algorithms.
GAPT1 is a framework providing data-structures, algorithms and user interfaces for analyzing and
transforming formal proofs. The framework is very general and implements the basic data structures for
simply-typed lambda calculus, for sequent and resolution proofs as well as expansion proofs. Various
theorem provers have already been integrated into this framework [7]. In parallel, we have developed
a Graphical User Interface called P ROOF T OOL [8] which can be used both as a pure visualization tool
(with the features like zooming, scrolling, searching, etc.) and as a proof manipulator (allowing to
call GAPT’s proof transformations such as cut-elimination, regularization, skolemization, etc.). We are
continuously extending and improving the system and one such extension was presented in [11].
Sequent calculus proofs are often depicted as trees and in fact, the tree representation was used from
the very beginning. Gentzen’s representation for sequent calculus proofs can be seen as a variant of an
algorithm by Donald Knuth [15]. The child nodes are horizontally aligned in the distance of the width
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of their respective subtrees with their parent node being aligned centrally between them. The vertical
alignment is determined by the distance from the root.
However, although this presentation seems natural, it is not well suited for large proof as their structure is no longer visible. Even tracing the ancestors of a formula is cumbersome, since the distance
between parent inferences can be very large.
Despite the abundant research done in the field of tree visualization and the fact that proofs are
normally represented as trees, little was done so far in integrating these advancements into tools for
proof visualization. In fact, the first viewer which was integrated into P ROOF T OOL was a traditional
tree viewer. Proof General [1], which also manages the proof visualization for provers such as Coq [14],
supports the traditional tree view as well. Other systems like LΩUI [26] and Theorema [31] provide a
structural overview in form of a DAG and a tree, respectively. However, their main focus lies on humanreadable proofs where the formula level is directly contained in the text. One of the few graphical user
interfaces which deviates is IDV [29]. It renders DAG proofs in the TSTP format [28] using the spring
layout [4]. This layout turned out to be insufficient for our needs as is discussed in [6]. The reason
that many advancements in tree visualization are only slowly reaching the proof theory community may
primarily lie with the fact that only few of the provers care about a visual presentation of the generated
object, if they generate it at all. Nevertheless, proof visualization is a crucial tool for analyzing large
proofs like the ones we encounter in our work. Therefore, we find it important to search for and integrate
efficient tree viewers.
In this paper we propose some criteria for visualizing sequent calculus proofs and use them to analyze
the existing layouts. We argue that Sunburst Trees [27] are the most adequate layout and develop a new
viewer for P ROOF T OOL, the graphical user interface of the GAPT framework, which is based on them.
The viewer allows the displaying of the structure of the whole proof at once, to easily identify similar
subproofs, to zoom in to relevant parts and to see the relevant inference details. At the same time it is
connected to the classical Gentzen layout, which allows the user to focus on a small number of inferences
or to be able to see an aspect of the proof which is better displayed using the traditional view. We believe
that the visualization of proofs using a structural viewer will be useful for tools other than P ROOF T OOL.
In this paper we therefore present the benefits of using such a viewer and demonstrate its integration
within P ROOF T OOL.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the requirements we find most important in
proof visualization. In Section 3 we explain our choice of the Sunburst Tree. Section 4 is devoted to
the integration of our Sunburst viewer into P ROOF T OOL and to a comparison between the two views.
Section 5 gives a description of the implementation details and we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Criteria for Visualizing Sequent Calculus Proofs

When using the traditional tree layouts, wide node labels often stretch the width of the tree and deform
its structure. One reason for that is that the context formulas of an inference need to be repeated along
many branches. Moreover, it can also happen that the main or auxiliary formulas become overly wide
themselves. Therefore, it is helpful to completely separate the tree structure from the information about
the inference itself. Since sequent calculus and the inference viewer work well on the sequent level, we
concentrate on the requirements for the structural layout.
In this section, we compile a small set of requirements which were identified as critical for our proof
analysis. We have tried comparing our conclusions with other works concerning the aesthetics of mathematical proofs. Surprisingly, they often stay only on an abstract level. Hardy [10] names unexpectedness,
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inevitability and economy as aesthetic properties. The first refers to an element of surprise when a conclusion is reached, which has similarities to narratives [5]. The second stands for a detailed, convincing
deduction whereas the third means restricting a proof to the minimal steps in order to prove the theorem.
Some works deepen these concepts and introduce case studies [21], but we know of no work which details the relation between graphical notations and the aesthetics of a proof. Therefore, the requirements
given here are the result of the authors’ own involvement with the formalization of mathematical proofs.
1. Displaying of large proofs is one of the most important factors. Proofs containing thousands
of inference steps can become very hard to read. We would like to find the most efficient tree
representation. For example, despite the fact that proofs are traditionally denoted as trees, the
edges between the nodes play a very small role and are not space efficient. Another aim is to be
able to represent the full proof on a single screen in a comprehensive way. This is not only useful
for exporting purposes, but for tracking changes after the application of proof transformations,
such as substitution or skolemization.
2. Distinguishing between different kinds of rules is important as some rules, like instantiation rules,
give information about the content of the proof while others, like contractions, give information
about the shapes of proofs. Different coloring of rules is one way to distinguish between them.
3. Without easy navigation, one would not be able to follow the logical progress of the proof. The
sub-proof relation should always be obvious and easy to navigate.
4. In many cases, formula ancestor information is important in order to relate a sequent with the
atomic formulas by which it is implied.
5. Proofs have many uses and one would sometimes like to focus on different aspects of the proof.
Proof complexity, different instantiations, cuts complexity and contractions may all be important
for a prospective viewer of a proof.
6. The ability to relate shape of proofs and sub-proofs to their content might also be an important
factor since it might allow us to detect redundancies and similarities of content.

3

Choosing the proper tree visualization

One of the most comprehensive bibliographies for research on tree visualization is Treevis.net [24] which
contains over 270 different algorithms. Consequently, it is a challenge to pick an adequate algorithm out
of the numerous ones which have been published. However, Treevis.net also provides a categorization
of the techniques in terms of the criteria of dimensionality (2D, 3D or hybrid), representation (implicit,
explicit or hybrid) and alignment (axis-parallel, radial or free). In this section we will first explain our
choices with regard to the categories mentioned. We then identify the algorithm satisfying our category
requirements and show that it also meets our visualization criteria.
We decided to focus on two-dimensional representations, since there is no general additional structure which could be mapped to the third dimension. Although both explicit and implicit representations
of edges would suit our purposes, the later allows us to expect a more compact layout. Consequently,
we would like to focus on this case. This is additionally motivated by the fact that sequent calculus
proofs often contain a high amount of unary rules, where the edge is then redundant. From the algorithms meeting these requirements, we now excluded those which do not meet criterion 6 from Section
2. The remaining options were unexpectedly low in number. A reason for that is that the large class
of layouts based on TreeMap divides a box into equal sub-parts for each subtree. The problem there is
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that in a series of identical subproofs connected by binary inferences, each subproof has half the size of
the preceding one, making it nigh impossible to recognize their similarity. Fractal layouts have similar
problems, whereas grid embeddings [33, 23] do not reflect the similarity of subtrees.
What remained were explicit axis-parallel layouts and implicit radial layouts. The first class consists
of improvements on the classical Tidy Tree algorithm [30], whereas the later centers around representing
the tree from the root outwards.
Of special appeal to our applications was the Sunburst Tree [27]. It is particularly efficient for displaying large proofs due to its radial shape and the fact that it eliminates all edges. One can easily
distinguish different kinds of rules by setting different colorings. The user can group the rules by their
function in the proof and thus separate the proof into parts with logical, equational or quantifier inferences. Together with the branching structure, (sub-)proofs are already distinguishable from each other
without referring to the formula level. Navigation is similarly simple. A single click into a subproof
shrinks the original proof to half its size. At the same time the selected subproof is projected onto the
circle around the full proof, giving it sufficient space to see detailed inferences. This kind of stretching
can impede the identification of similar structures within the proof. Nonetheless, the combination with
the full view allows a comparison on the same level. In order to focus on different aspects of proofs,
a customization of two parameters is possible. By changing both the coloring scheme as well as the
inference width ratio, one can single out instantiations denoted by weak quantifiers, different subproof
complexities and other aspects. Another strong point of the Sunburst viewer is its ability to relate content
to proof shape. This is again achieved by inference coloring and width ratio and by its efficient presentation of a whole proof on a single screen. Finally, a radial layout is also helpful in that it can always be
drawn into a square, leaving room on the screen for the inference information.
There is one requirement where the Sunburst viewer falls far behind the traditional tree viewers and
this is with keeping formula ancestor information. The relationship between a formula and its ancestor,
while easily displayed in the traditional viewer, cannot be represented in Sunburst. This raises another
important requirement for a useful proof visualization tool, its ability to support different viewers and
the switching between them.

4

Integration in P ROOF T OOL

We have integrated the Sunburst view as an option accessible from the menu. Choosing this option
loads the Sunburst view into a separate dialog window. In addition to the proof, which is displayed on
the left side, we display also an inference panel. The information in this panel contains details about
the inference: its type, its primary and auxiliary formulas, and quantifier instantiation information, if
applicable.
In the remainder of this section, we will describe the new interface in terms of the conditions given
in Section 2. To emphasize what is written, we have inserted snapshots of views of actual proofs. The
appendix contains information about the names of each proof and of how to load it using our system.
Displaying of large proofs. The traditional Gentzen layout contains abundant and redundant white spaces,
not only due to its use edges, but also because it has to create extra horizontal spaces between
premises of binary inferences. Therefore, proofs with many binary inferences, even if the formulas are hidden, are too wide to fit on the screen. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.
Projecting the sequent calculus proof to a circle allows roughly four times more space to render
the inferences of a certain level2 . Since the formulas are hidden, an inference is an easily clickable
2 Let

us assume the Gentzen proof to be an isosceles triangle with base length w1 , and height d. If we further assume the
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Figure 1: A small part of the Gentzen view of a proof with more than 2000 nodes.
section of the disc, covering the whole area below its parents. Also, hovering over an inference
with the mouse cursor triggers a darkening of its bounds. This is particularly helpful when tracing
a formula throughout a proof, as one can then easily identify branching without the need to zoom
in.
As an example, Figure 2 shows a proof with more than 2000 inferences together with a zoomed in
subproof. Comparing the two figures shows that even if we hide all inference information in the
Gentzen view, we will still not be able to fit this proof on the screen. In contrast, the Sunburst view
allows us to identify the main parts which constitute the proof: the top and bottom side have the
same shape, for they contain the same reasoning structure on different terms. Only a small proof,
which gives rise to a case distinction, is situated on the left hand side. Just by hovering over or
selecting the cut-formulas (colored green), the user can identify the three parts of the proof. The
right hand side of Figure 2 shows a zoom into one of the proof instances just mentioned.
Distinguishing between different kinds of rules. This is easily achieved in Sunburst view by coloring
the inference depending on the rule type. In order to obtain the highest contrast, we assigned the
colors of the rainbow (see Figures 2 and 3) to groups of rules according to Table 1. The relative size
Cut
Structural Rule
Axiom

green
gray
gray

Unary Logical Rule
Binary Logical Rule
Equational Rule

orange
yellow
violet

Strong Quantifier Rule
Weak Quantifier Rule
anything else

red
blue
magenta

Table 1: Rules coloring schemes.
of subtrees to each other is adjustable by defining a so called weight. At the moment, the weight of
a subtree is just the number of inferences. Depending on the application, one can imagine metrics
which prioritize specific rules or even specific inferences.
Easy navigation. Navigation is very easy in Sunburst, as can be seen in Figure 3. A single click on
a subproof shrinks the whole proof to half of its size while displaying the subproof on its outer
ring. Navigating backward can be done using the nested original proof. There are also keyboard
shortcuts (Ctrl + arrow keys) available in the Sunburst view in order to help users navigate inside
the proof. The up key moves selection to the child of a unary inference; the left and right keys
window is maximized, we can estimate the ratio w1 : d = 16 : 10. Then the height d is also the radius of the Sunburst tree giving
it circumference w2 = 2dπ. The ratio of the two lengths is then w1 : w2 = 20π
16 ≈ 4.
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Figure 2: Sunburst view of a large proof in full view (left) and zoomed in (right).
select their respective premises of a binary inference and the down key selects the parent of any
currently selected inference.
One drawback of this form of navigation is that zooming into a subproof distorts its shape, affecting
the user ability to understand the structure of the proof. Zooming into a subproof distorts all
inferences in the same way. We therefore believe that this has only a minor affect on understanding
the proof structure, since a human user can easily compensate for this fixed distortion.
The Gentzen layout and the Sunburst view are tightly integrated to make better use of their respective strengths. When one navigates using the keyboard inside the proof in Sunburst view, the
Gentzen viewer scrolls to the end-sequent of the selected node and highlights it as shown in Figure 4. There is also a “Show node in LK view” context menu available in the Sunburst view which
allows to scroll to the chosen node in the Gentzen view.
Formula ancestor information. The sunburst view window is divided into two parts as shown in Figure 4. The first part shows the structure of the proof, while the second part gives additional information about the selected node. This includes the inference name, its auxiliary and principal
formulas, and the substitution used, if any. But still, this information is not enough to see the
ancestor relationship as well as it is possible in the Gentzen layout. The two views complement
each other in this aspect as is illustrated in Figure 5.
Focus on different aspects of the proof. In order to display different aspects of the same proof, one
can take advantage of the possibility to customize the colors and width ratio of inferences in
Sunburst. We would like to have a set of such pre-defined customizations which will emphasize
different aspects, such as sub-proof and cut complexities, variable instantiations and specific rules
and inferences. We plan to implement this feature in the near future.
Shape of proofs. In some situations where the formula level is obscured, it is helpful to concentrate on
the structure of the proof. In the following we describe two phenomenons we encountered.
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Figure 3: A combinatory proof (left) with a zoom into one of its subproofs (right).
Proof transformations often keep the structure intact. Some proof transformations such as elimination of definition rules and skolemization strongly change the proof on a formula level, but
only slightly modify the structural layout. Nonetheless, locating an inference in the Gentzen
layout with the find function of P ROOF T OOL becomes virtually impossible, since the subterms allowing a unique identification of a formula often have changed. The Sunburst view
allows to use the proof structure to find the inference. For example, it is not always clear how
a skolem term ends up in a weak quantifier inference, since the term might be carried over
from a different part of the proof. In the Sunburst view, we can navigate to this inference and
use both views for further investigation.
Understanding proof arguments. In the process of formalizing a proof, one might not recognize
all the possibilities where the proof can be generalized. In the Sunburst view, structural
similarities are easier to spot and can then be checked whether a generalization is indeed
possible.
As an example, we can look at subsequent instances of a formalization of Fürstenberg’s proof
of the infinity of primes [3]. Here the schematic nature of the proof was already taken into
account during formalization, but now the induction argument becomes clearly visible (see
Figure 6).

5

Implementation

The GAPT framework is implemented in the programming language Scala [20]. P ROOF T OOL makes
heavy use of Scala’s Swing wrapper library. Details about P ROOF T OOL and how it displays formulas,
sequents and proofs can be found in [8]. In this section we concentrate on the integration of the Sunburst
view in P ROOF T OOL.
Our implementation is based on T REE V IZ, an open source library3 written in Java. Since P ROOF T OOL,
3 Visualization

of Large Tree Structures, http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/
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Figure 4: Synchronizing the two views.

Figure 5: The cut-formula ancestors marked green.
and GAPT in general, are implemented in Scala, we have several wrappers around the classes from the
T REE V IZ library. They also add functionality in the form of events which expose a newly selected node.
We created a S UNBURST T REE D IALOG that displays the structural information as a Sunburst tree as
well as the information about the selected inference. The full architecture of S UNBURST T REE D IALOG
is shown in Figure 7
S UNBURST T REE D IALOG consists of a S PLIT PANE, containing our Sunburst wrapper R EACTIVE S UNBURST V IEW on the left (upper) side. The right (lower) side contains the inference viewer called
D RAW S INGLE S EQUENT I NFERENCE. The orientation of the split pane is detected on run-time, depending on the dialog window size, allocating maximal space to the Sunburst view of the proof. The user can
change this by either resizing the window or moving the delimiter of the pane.
D RAW S INGLE S EQUENT I NFERENCE extends a S CROLL PANE and uses B OX L AYOUT to display information about the selected inference, such as the inference name, auxiliary and principal formulas, and
in cases of weak quantifier rules, it displays the substitution as well. In order to fit formulas best on
the screen when the main window aligns objects horizontally, the D RAW S INGLE S EQUENT I NFERENCE
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Figure 6: Instances 1, 2 and 3 of the formalization of Fürstenberg’s proof of the infinity of primes.

TreeVizView
ReactiveSunburstView extends SunburstView

TreeViz

SunburstTreeDialog extends Dialog
DrawSingleSequentInference extends ScrollPane

Figure 7: Architecture of S UNBURST T REE D IALOG
layout is changing the orientation from vertical to horizontal and vice versa, depending on the size of the
auxiliary and principal formulas. This means that shorter formulas are aligned side-by-side and longer
ones on top of each other.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have explained the issues that standard tree viewers have when faced with large proofs.
We have then identified various criteria for a suitable tree visualization and analyzed the available algorithms with respect to them. Our results show that Sunburst Trees seem to be the most adequate
structural layout for viewing sequent calculus proofs. The global structure can be better seen than in
standard layouts, which makes large proofs readable. We found identifying inferences, navigation, and
tracing derivations superior to the Gentzen layout. At the same time, formula or context intensive tasks
such as identifying the ancestor relationship are better left to the latter. The integration of the Sunburst
viewer alongside the Gentzen viewer in P ROOF T OOL demonstrate how well these two complementary
layouts interact with each other.
Some improvements are still of interest to us. Foremost, multiple Sunburst trees can be represented
by a forest structure. We plan to take advantage of this in two ways. First, larger proofs usually consist
of several subproofs solving partial problems. In other words, they can be represented as a forest with
links [9] to their subproofs. This division is often explicitly contained in the proof input language4 , but
the proof object itself usually does not carry on this information. If all proof transformations are adjusted
to carry on the link structure, the result can be divided into a set of proofs, making the meta-structure of
4 The

proof languages hlk, shlk and llk defined in the context of GAPT can be seen as examples for this.
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the proof visible. Moreover, it is also possible to display DAGs by converting them into forests. This
would enable the viewer to display resolution refutations. The high reuse of clauses in a refutation might
fill the forest with many tiny trees, but this is open to experimentation.
A practical improvement is the addition of viewing profiles. By setting different color schemes and
inference width ratios for each profile, we can customize the viewer to better display different aspects of
proofs, like subproof complexity and instantiations.
The last two planned improvements are on the level of formulas. First, we might increase the readability of large formulas by replacing them with new symbols. In addition, we would like to improve the
search facilities in P ROOF T OOL. Right now, searching for a specific formula in the Gentzen view mark
all occurrences of the formula. We plan to add a similar facility to the Sunburst view. One idea is to put
the search results into a list in a new window, thus allowing the user to browse through the search results
and jump to the right inference.
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Appendix A: How to use the Tool
All the P ROOF T OOL snapshots shown in this paper are taken using actual proofs. In this appendix we
will describe how to install the tool and display the proofs.
The GAPT framework provides two kinds of interfaces, a commands based shell prompt and the
graphical P ROOF T OOL. The shell prompt is based on the Scala shell, so its usage is more comfortable
if one needs to do inline programming apart from predefined functions. To visualize generated objects it
calls the P ROOF T OOL, which allows for both the presentation and manipulation of proofs and supports
a subset of the functionality of GAPT.
The two executables, bundled together with an examples directory, can be downloaded at http:
//www.logic.at/gapt/downloads/gapt-1.8.zip. The examples directory contains, among other
things, also the proofs used in this paper.
In this paper we used different versions of two proofs. The first proof, called the Tape proof, proves
that if there is an infinite tape filled-in with two symbols, then there are at least two cells with the same
symbol [2]. The second proof is the formalization of Fürstenberg’s proof of the infinity of primes [3].
In Figures 1 and 2 a higher-order version of the Tape proof is shown. In order to load it from the
shell prompt, first run the shell by executing ./cli.sh and then load the proof using the following
commands:
scala>
scala>
scala>
scala>

val p = loadLLK("./examples/tape/ntape.llk")
val elp = regularize(eliminateDefinitions(p, "TAPEPROOF"))._1
val selp = lkTolksk(elp)
PT.display("TAPEPROOF",selp)

Figure 1 is then obtained by changing the font size in the View menu to minimum and hiding all the
formulas (from the Edit menu). Figure 2 is obtained by calling “Sunburst view” form the Sunburst menu
and selecting the inferences either by directly clicking on them or by navigating to it via the keyboard.
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The rest of the proofs can be loaded directly from P ROOF T OOL. To load the P ROOF T OOL directly,
execute ./gui.sh.
The first-order Tape proof is shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. From the File menu, please open the
./examples/tape/tape.xml.gz file. Open the Sunburst view and place the two windows side-byside in order to see the connection between them. Start navigating inside the Sunburst view from the
keyboard and the other window will change its view as shown in Figure 4. Call the Edit>Mark CutAncestors menu item to get the effect shown in Figure 5.
The Fürstenberg’s proof is formalized as a proof schema [9] and instances for 1, 2 and 3 primes
are extracted into separate files. Using again the File menu, the three proofs can be loaded using the
following files:
./examples/prime/ceres_xml/prime1-1.xml.gz
./examples/prime/ceres_xml/prime1-2.xml.gz
./examples/prime/ceres_xml/prime1-3.xml.gz
and then calling the “Sunburst view” in order to get the views shown in Figure 6.

